ABOUT

WINSTON
MANUFACTURING
With decades of experience as a
foodservice equipment manufacturer,
and our serious multi-million dollar
investments in flexible metal fabrication
technology, Winston Manufacturing is in
a position to offer unique capabilities as a
comprehensive manufacturing supplier.
Our passion for metal working and our
problem solving abilities, means we can
make our extensive capabilities available
to a wide range of manufacturers and
entrepreneurial visionaries
everywhere at any time.

TA K E

A TOUR
See how it makes more sense to
take advantage of our multi-million
dollar investments in manufacturing
equipment and our talented team
members – you’ll enjoy higher quality
products at the fairest prices. Let’s get
your product into production!

Q U A L I T Y P R O D U C T S AT T H E

FAIREST PRICES

Metal Cutting – Salvagnini Lasers/Punch
Press and Amada Turret
Metal Bending – Salvagnini Panel Bender
and Press Brakes
Welding and Metal Finishing/Polishing

Our current manufacturing customers
cover many industries, from Food and
Beverage Equipment to HVAC and Power
Equipment. Let us learn about your

Box Build Assembly (to include custom
machining and/or integration of
mechanical and electrical components
where required)

industry segment and help to achieve your
production commitments.
(877) 374-9819
contact@winstonind.com
winstonmanufacturing.com

WINSTONMANUFACTURING.COM
CONTACT@WINSTONIND.COM

Want to talk about a project? (877) 374-9819

Precision Fabrication

Materials and Processes

Imagine precision fabrication and assembly
services available when you need them without
the cost of added labor or substantial capital
equipment investments. Partnering with Winston
Manufacturing makes this possible whether
you are a new business start-up or an existing
manufacturer with new ideas and limited
resources.

From stainless steel in multiple finishes to
varying grades of aluminum, we offer services
lasering, forming, welding and finishing parts
to a high degree of aesthetic appearance for
exterior visual parts. We are also experienced in
running non-appearance internal parts in Cold
Rolled and Hot Rolled steels. Our laser beds
will accept sheet sizes up to 60” x 120”, with
complimentary forming for parts and assemblies
in this size range. Please call to discuss other
material options if required and we will be glad
to assess our fit.

Our goal is to serve as a highly capable and
qualified manufacturing arm of your company.
You can reduce costs by accessing our equipment
and expertise without the cost and burden of
ownership. But that’s just the beginning. Our raw
material stock means you will experience reduced
inventory costs, and our Just-In-Time delivery
program means your supply chain and workflow
never suffer costly downtime.

Want to talk about a project?
Call us at (877) 374-9819

OUR

CAPABILITIES

Winston Manufacturing has invested
millions of dollars in equipment and people
to become the perfect partner for your
business. Our focus has always been on
providing a higher level of metal bending
and fabrication expertise when you need it
most. Imagine having a world-class facility
at your fingertips for increased productivity,
lower expense and greater flexibility.

“

Don’t take our word for it!

“Winston Industries is a true partner in metal fabrication. I have worked with
Winston Industries on several large productions and always extremely satisfied
with their capabilities, turn time, and most importantly the professionalism in
producing high quality products.”

